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Japanese policy makers are poised to deliver added pro-growth stimulus in the coming months. In our view, it will be a
coordinated move, with both fiscal and monetary policy being eased—a supplementary budget of around 1% to 1.5% of
gross domestic product (GDP) (5 trillion to 8 trillion yen), funded by the Bank of Japan (BOJ) raising its Japanese
government bond (JGB) buying target. We expect these to be in place before the end of May. In our view, the BOJ did
not add to its stimulus program precisely because its leadership recognizes the diminishing returns of central bank action
on its own. Note that throughout the past four years of unprecedented BOJ policy action, the central bank’s economists
have actually continued to cut their estimates of Japan’s potential GDP growth, from around 1% three years ago to just
below 0.5% now. In a nutshell: Japan’s best and brightest analysts outright deny a link between central bank action and
the potential to create national welfare. For a leader as intellectually curious and thorough as BOJ governor Haruhiko
Kuroda, the message is clear—the BOJ cannot do it alone.   All Eyes on Prime Minister Abe The only way to link the
central bank balance sheet to aggregate demand and future growth potential is through the combination of fiscal and
structural policy. Prime minister Shinzo Abe understands this very well. His “three arrows” are the symbol of his
commitment to lead and coordinate monetary, fiscal and regulatory policy because each arrow on its own can be
snapped and broken, but all three together cannot. But while the “three arrows” political marketing campaign has
matched sound economic policy advise for more than three years, concrete results are still lacking. After all, if Abenomics
were working, Japan’s best and brightest economic researchers would not be revising down the country’s potential GDP
estimates. The prime minster and his team are fully aware of this and will not rest before actually succeeding, in our view.
However, it is important to realize that Abe’s team is dominated by politicians, and politicians need to optimize for far
greater complexity than just the dictates of financial markets. Elections matter, and so do global leadership events. In our
view, the relative lack of urgency from team Abe on the economic policy front so far this year is primarily forced by Abe’s
desire to use his presidency of this year’s G-7 summit as the stage to demonstrate his global policy leadership. The G-7
summit will be held May 26-27 here in Japan; it will be preceded by a G-7 Finance Minister and Central Banker Summit
May 20–21. The most likely time for Japan to present concrete fiscal and monetary stimulus would be shortly before the
main summit, in our view. Prime Minister Abe and his Summit Sherpas are visiting European leaders with the explicit
agenda of trying to get added fiscal stimulus from Europe on the agenda. If Abe is successful, this could create an
important policy-induced inflection point for the global economy—Japan ease, plus Europe ease, plus China, which
already added major fiscal expansion at the last Communist Party leadership conference a couple of months ago.  
Japan Policy Action—Concrete Scenario For Japan, our main scenario calls for a supplementary fiscal package of 1%
to 1.5% of GDP, 5 trillion to 8 trillion yen, with the BOJ committing to fund this budget by raising its JGB bond-buying
target. In terms of content, we anticipate increased non-yen loan facilities for ASEAN infrastructure development, added
funding for “Special Economic Zone” regional investment initiatives, earthquake rebuilding infrastructure spending, as
well as a possible increase in cash transfers paid to families for elderly and child care and possibly increased transfers to
working poor and/or low-income pensioners.   Market Impact—Global Fiscal Boost to Lift Blue-Chip Exporters In our
view, the key market impact is poised to come from the potential boost to the global business cycle (i.e., a focus on
exports in general, capital goods exports in particular). If Abe is successful in coordinating a global fiscal boost, Japan’s
blue-chip exporters are poised to begin to outperform. Meanwhile, we remain bullish on Japanese real estate and
construction and small and mid-caps.   Delay 2017 Tax Hike Decision to November—for December Elections? On
the overarching issue of next year’s tax hike, we are doubtful at this stage that Abe will commit anytime soon to
postponing the tax hike (the consumption tax is slated to go from 8% to 10% beginning in April 2017). Instead, we expect
Abe to reiterate his commitment to stay pragmatic and watch the development of the economy in response to the new
supplementary budget. By not committing to the tax hike either way, Abe would extend his future options to keep the
consumption tax as a possible electoral bargaining chip. If, for example, economic conditions do not improve
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significantly by the autumn, Abe could very well call off the 2017 tax hike and use that “policy leadership” as a vote-
winning tool. The latest opinion polls suggest that more than 60% of voters oppose the consumption tax hike.
Specifically, this scenario could come into play if the July–September GDP report were to reveal a fallback into negative
growth. The report is due mid-November, which is just the time when next year’s budget negotiations enter their crucial
stage. As such, a lower house election in December could become reality. Another scenario would be an accelerated
commitment by Abe to commit to the tax hike delay and use that as a vote-winner for a potential “double election” in
July (when the upper house of Parliament holds its fixed-term elections—in contrast, the prime minister has the power to
call elections for the more important lower house). However, Abe has recently made strong statements against thinking
about dissolving the lower house for a double election in July. In practical power political terms, that makes sense—Abe
has more to gain by holding on to the tax-hike-delay option for as long as possible. After all, calling an election is the
prime minister’s most effective tool to keep the rank-and-file in his own ruling party under control.
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Investments focused in Japan increase the impact of events and developments associated with the region, which can
adversely affect performance.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu, and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS

Monetary policy  : Actions of a central bank or other regulatory committee that determine the size and rate of growth of
the money supply, which in turn affects interest rates.

Gross domestic product (GDP)  : The sum total of all goods and services produced across an economy.

Japanese Government Bond (JGB)  : A bond issued by the government of Japan. The government pays interest on the
bond until the maturity date. At the maturity date, the full price of the bond is returned to the bondholder. Japanese
government bonds play a key role in the financial securities market in Japan.

Three-Arrow Policies  : This refers to three pointed economic policy of Shinzo Abe consisting of fiscal stimulus, monetary
easing, and structural reforms.

Abenomics  : Series of policies enacted after the election of Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe on December 16, 2012
aimed at stimulating Japan’s economic growth.

G7  : The Group of 7 is a group consisting of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the
United States.

ASEAN countries  : Association of Southeast Asian Nations. Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand comprise the original members.

Blue chip  : Stocks that have the reputation for quality, reliability and the ability to operate profitably in good times and
bad.

Bullish  : a position that benefits when asset prices rise.
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